Outspoken Camacho calls for new national priorities

by TONY SANTOS

A public demand for tax reform, more accountability from government and a general realignment of national priorities will get the nation moving ahead again, at least that's the contention of Julian Camacho, a Democratic candidate for District 18 of the U.S. Congress.

Lounging relaxed as an outspoken reform candidate, Camacho spoke here Tuesday to a roomful of students in the University Union.

He attributed his opponent, incumbent Congressman Burt Talcott, the statement, "If it wasn't for long hairs and agressive women, Camacho wouldn't be anywhere.

"I say thank you, Mr. Talcott," he added. "Yes, I believe a woman's place is in the house—or even the White House.

"Early in his speech, Camacho said United States troops in Europe, Korea and Japan—an estimated 50,000 men—should be returned to the United States. The nation "can no longer afford" the billion annually now there, he said.

The congressional candidate said the national government should change its spending pattern to accommodate domestic programs such as health care, housing and food programs.

However, Camacho said he does not support implementing a guaranteed annual income for all Americans.

In other areas of federal spending, Camacho said he would support funding for research into alternative energy sources such as solar energy and fusion. The congressional candidate said he did not agree with subsidizing "big oil" corporations when they reap the "windfall profits."

Also, Camacho said he does not object to nuclear power funding but is opposed to "nuclear disaster." His concern was for the stockpiles of nuclear waste material "left for future generations to worry about."

"I'm not that into funding space programs," continued Camacho on national research spending. "We ought to find out what we are doing to the earth before we start bringing back rocks from the moon.

Camacho also expressed concern for the current quality of public education. He said he would like to see the present 19- to 20-student-to-one-teacher ratio reduced to 15 students for each teacher.

The present system of funding education through property taxes—a very agressive form of taxation in Camacho's estimation—is unsatisfactory, he said.

"We need some very drastic reforms in the way we fund education," he said.

In other national issues, Camacho called the United States foreign affairs policy a "coast-cook policy."

"I object to nuclear power funding but I am opposed to "nuclear disaster."

He concluded his talk by predicting a "brave new world" for all Americans. He also said he intended to fight for the lower cost a person could see doctors being provided with an annual physical checkup.

"I can't understand the policy of people who only want to provide health care for people that all you could eat and live in.

To inform the uniformed, who were away wondering what kind of freaks inhabit this campus, the scene was the Recreation and Tournament Committee's phone booth stuffing contest.

It was a nostalgic look at what we used to pass for good, clean fun before burning administrative buildings became the thing to do.

Seven campus groups took turns trying to fill the phone booth, and back and pack as many bodies as was humanly possible into the limited confines of a phone booth.

At the end of the hour-long contest, Sigma Kappa emerged as the winner. The girls and the most they could stuff the phone booth between 5 and 6 p.m. was nine but the first group to stuff broke the phone booth shelf. The girls said they never could have accomplished the feat if not for the proper outfits.

The girls said they might have got more in but the ladies were all well dressed and made for a proper outfit.

The winning team was composed of Ann Blackwell and Kenny Borgen, the co-captains, as well as Linda Neri, Lori Oakes, Keith Wright, Jan MacNab, Sue Rodriguez, Jill Hewitt, Wendy Nelson, Karen Pearson and Priscilla Howard. Supporting staffers, which qualified as highly desirable duty, were Ron Gerretson, Steve Green and a stranger known only as Panama.

The girls said the most they had managed to stuff in practice was nine but the first group to stuff broke the phone booth shelf and that made for a big difference.

The girls said they never could have accomplished the feat if not for the proper outfits.
Fred's followers

Vulin's verbiage draws comment

Editor: Fred Vulin's comment on the subject of "nostalgia" (Oct. 28) is particularly unoriginal and unnecessary. It is not strictly necessary because I am a Poly graduate, nor due to the fact that I was once an associate editor for Mustang Daily that I take offense to Vulin's belittling of Homecoming. Accordingly, many of such goings on are at least humorous when viewed against the backdrop of the aura of seriousness ushered upon us by the events of current history. Yes, if Vulin believes the golden age is becoming somewhat familiar due to overkill, I would agree with him. But, on the merits of its allowing the student community a chance to forget the hassles of the time by socializing and having fun, why criticize the proceedings of Homecoming? It is not strictly necessary and will probably not be liked by Vulin, but some life could sincerely fire the journalistic jive at events planned for the amusement of the masses.

By throwing all his complaints about Homecoming Week into one broad category berating the fifties, Vulin reveals a true lack of thought. I personally cannot see that I am fully aware of the reasons for sociological fads (the bop, goldfish swallowing, phase both passing, etc.), all of which I was just as keen as the fifties turned into the sixties. Does Vulin really find the current decade so superior to twenty years ago as his comments indicate? He must, then, be a uniquely youthful historian with bitter memories, or else is caught up in a frustrated anger lashing for better days a life not yet experienced.

If Vulin can sit at his typewriter and write off the fifties for limp reasons like they "produced the red scare, the cold war, and a political monster named Richard M. Nixon," then I honestly wonder how he will react when he stops complaining about the past long enough to take a perspective look at the present? With five more years to go, the seventies will conservatively leave social critics like Vulin reeling in events to come.

The crux of my complaint is that Vulin's comments are purely negative, offering no constructive alternative. Fred, I am offering a complaint about Vulin's complaint. I suggest that Vulin's comments are purely negative, offering no constructive alternative. My suggestion would be simply: Any journalist in a position to exercise a freedom on expression should not reduce his opinions to drivel by offering merely a flat one-sided, negative view. Woody Gessner

Sue Skvarna
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Vulin chastised

Editor: Fred Vulin, in his article on Homecoming (Oct. 21), seems to think that everyone who enjoys having fun should be termed a "low-lifer." Well, Mr. Vulin, better to be a low-lifer than a deadlier! Homecoming is a time for the students as well as the returning alumni. It enables the students who want to participate in the activities a chance to be a little "crazy" and just have a good time. Give me one of your "intellectual" reasons why that is wrong.

Where is the harm in taking an hour or two off from a hectic schedule and being a little "infantile"? Perhaps if you have a try at getting involved you wouldn't be such a frustrated old grouse! No one is forcing you to participate in homecoming, college, or anything else for that matter.

So, Mr. Vulin, while I take that hour or two off from a hectic schedule and actually come across an article which has some thought behind it, I've heard in my two years at I hope you enjoy sitting in your room listening to the Mustang Daily and actually come across an article which has some thought behind it.

Fred's recent series of articles are the only cry for sanity that I've heard in my two years at school. He may yet get the sleeping masses of students to think, at least outside of the classroom. Keep up the good work, Fred.

Tim Bates

Rickles' protege?

Editor: Who does Fred Vulin think he is? God's gift to journalism or maybe Don Rickles' understudy? Apparently he has not understood the truth that goes into Homecoming to make it something that students will participate in.

(more on page 10)

HABSLEY Counseling Center now open. Mon-Wed. 8-10 p.m. M-F. Admission Free. Drop in and see us.

ALL AUTO PARTS (STUDENT DISCOUNT)

AMERICAN PARTS

SUN. 10:00 to 4:00
MON. thru SAT. 8:00 to 5:30
544-7050

Lane's Barber/ Stylist

BARBER/STYLIST

400 MADONNA PLAZA (next to Theater)

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 8 to interview candidates.

FRESHMAN 10c

EQUITY OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

LITON DATA SYSTEMS

LITON DATA SYSTEMS

LITON DATA SYSTEMS

Recruitment representatives will be on your campus.
SAC will consider TGIF moratorium...

(continued from page 1)

After much discussion, the council voted to delay the vote on the motion to approve the un

fraternities and the ASI might be able to find a solution.

Regarding AB 3118, Plotkin announced two new developments. He said the referendum to vote on the students will pay in the future will be held in late February. The ballot will ask the question, "Shall the current student fee be maintained?"

If the students respond with a no vote, they will be given the chance to state the preference for the quarter, even if it is 0 to 20 per cent reduction in fees.

Columnist criticised by chairman...

(continued from page 2)

Just because Fred Vulin is so high and holy that he will not participate in Homecoming doesn't mean that the rest of the campus community should lower themselves to his level.

About the Queen's Pageant: If Mr. Vulin attended or worked with us on the pageant he would know that everything was done to make the pageant a non-sexist contest. The judges were instructed to judge on the basis of poise, response to questions, and appearance, not on the shape of their bodies. I had nothing to do with the voting with the exception of counting the votes (Mr. Vulin can count them too if he wants).

I feel that I speak for all of Homecoming Committee when I say that we should use no self-centered egotist with endless criticism and little or no constructive advice.

Mark Huntley

---

The Allocation for the 1974-75 academic year is $19,750. During the Oct. 14 meeting of the Student Personnel Council, Vice-President Mike Hortudo, representing the absent Plotkin, said both were in agreement on a $15,750 academic year fee.

In last week's SAC meeting, the council was given the opportunity to express its views before the Inter-
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The great sports scandal!

by PETE KING
SPORTINGTON DC (UPI) -
Bourne close to an unidentified
side of the Great Scorekeeper
today issued allegations linked
by an un-named member of the
secret Grand Jury investigating
rumors of a covert and far-
reaching campaign to offer
sports an undergranted con-
tribution program, might be true.
The source went so far as to
name the man rumored to be the
leader of the alleged sports
contribution program, though
they said they would deny they
made the identifications if asked
by the special prosecutors.
However, the man said to be
the leader, Jacques Strappe,
supposedly everyone moving to
make the unconfirmed "hang-out"
route and great. Marlaug Daily

HIGH & INSIDE

reporter Saul Burnsppine an
exclusive interview in the dark
corner of a dark gym.
BURNSPINE: Is it true that
you have been supporting
athletes for a number of years?
STRAPPE: Yes, but let me
make this perfectly clear, what I
did did with the national interest
in mind. Operation jeweled, as
we called it, was designed to keep
our nation from evading too far
to the radical left. In these times
shouldn't be, the last thing
we need.
BURNSPINE: But, if you were
acting in the national interest,
why didn't you keep your
actions secret?
STRAPPE: I'm glad you asked
that. You expressive devoted. The
country should know that
Jacques Strappe is NOT A CROOK.
But keeping my actions secret
was the diplomatically right
gift to do. Would the Russians
embrace their equivalent of a
Jacques Strappe in US? Of course
not, that country cleans out their
underwear.
BURNSPINE: But what about
allegations that you kept your
actions a secret because you were
being used by the NFL to
squash that radical, upset
WFL?
STRAPPE: Listen I love
athletes, all athletes. I would
never willingly undermine the
underpinning of any sports
figure.
BURNSPINE: But what about
the five former employees of
Jacques Strappe Unlimited who
bugged the WFL players causing
them a rash of optimizations?
STRAPPE: They were acting
on their own. Besides I don't
think it was ever proven that
the bugging bugs were the result of
the former Jacques Strappe
employees, or members of Jack
John Underwear's crew.
BURNSPINE: But you are
willing to admit that you con-
tribute to athletes?
STRAPPE: I operate, as
you've pointed out, behind (and
deamerunch, for that matter)
the scenes, offering support to
nearly all athletes. You know, it's
always fun operating undercover.

Julian Camacho
says that no citizen
is above the law.

Burt Talcott
isn't saying.

When President Ford pardoned Richard Nixon, Julian Camacho
spoke out against the pardon, saying that the whole truth
about Watergate should be brought out into the light.
When Burt Talcott was asked about the pardon he
refused to commit himself.
If you want plain talk and straight answers, vote for
Julian Camacho for Congress.

Julian
Camacho
For Congress.